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CHAIRMAN'S REPORT 
A growing and vigorous membership recently impelled a new and 
progressive outlook and attitudes with the Club and this year's 
Report is one result of this. 

All records  are   confined   to  our  area,   a special report on 
which appears  elsewhere.       Future  Reports will,   it is hoped, 
also contain a  separate  Section dealing with the most notable  
records  from  outside our  area.       Y.N.U.   officials assisted your  
Committee   in selecting   the boundaries. Many  other  subjects 
were  discussed during  this  very  convivial meeting.       I believe   
that all  members will  appreciate why  our records  should be   
confined  to a   specific   area and I also believe   that more 
members  are   showing an  interest in contributing  to   it. Does it 
really  sound pretentious to sa that our record could have scientific  
value in  the future? I think not. 

I do  not propose  to acknowledge   the  efforts  of all who have  
contributed to  or assisted  in. this   'log'  but  two people who 
should be mentioned are  Frank Thompson  (now  in Uganda ) and Vic  
Pulleyn who  have  done  most of   the work.       The  1967 Report will 
probably be more ambitious with more detail and specialist articles. I ask 
all member to keep their personal records up to date, especially in 
first/last dates and breeding records. 

The Club is fortunate  in having Peter  Pearson as Secretary. His  
efforts on our  behalf  are   considerable,  his experience  and know-
how  indispensible. A  glance through the fixture  card will give   a 
brief  insight into his work. Mrs  Pearson and Mrs  Ginniver  also  
deserve  our   thanks  and gratitude. How often your Committee 
monopolised the sitting-room and ate all before  them! 
                                                                                          Peter Hutchinson. 

F I ELD  EXCURS IONS 

An encouraging aspect of   this   Club is   the  very   high 
percentage   of members  who attend Field Outing.  It must be  in the  
order   of  70%. I believe this attendance to be a recommendation  to  
our more experienced number  who have never been reticent with our  
youngsters or supercilious with our   'triers'. The   outings  are   
invariably  stimulating regardless  of  the venue;  Humberside for 
instance  in December with a  force 4 Easterly gale and  30 F still 
drew 16 members . 

It would be   nice to  think  that members simply  like to meet 
each other for a 'natter ' or a brisk walk in convivial surroundings. If 
we agree  that knowledge  rubs off on Field  Outings   (and many 
people believe   this   to be   the  best way  to gain ornithological 
knowledge )  then we  at York are in a strong position in having  
this regular mingling of members and the  large  choice   of 
habitats   to  consider and observe. 

It is,  perhaps,  invidious   to mention favourite but certainly 
Derwent and  the   East  Coast are  always supported -and so,   of  
course,   is  Spurn. The   ornithological value  of Spurn could be 
reduced  to   nothing within twenty years.       I refer   to   the  
projected Humberside  Development, which among other  things will  
involve the Industrialisation of  the   Inner  Humber  up  to  Spurn.  So 
make  the most of  each visit, your grandchildren might be impressed 
to hear that birds other   than House Sparrows and Starlings once 



knew Spurn Point. 
Finally,   this article   on Field Outings   should perhaps hint at 
outings for purposes other than bird study.  Two members took part in 
the Millington  Pastures march just over a year  ago and reported  the 
Club. Should York Ornithological  Club give stronger and more active   
support  to   the various bodies  and. groups   involved in the  
preservation of our diminishing Moors,  Commons, Footpaths  and 
Rights of Way.  Certainly   the  subject is pertinent at this  moment  to 
anyone interested in the amenities of   the   countryside. 

Peter Hutchinson.  

 
A BLACKBIRD  ENQUIRY  IN YORK. 

The yew  bushes   on  the  lawns behind Heslington  Hall 
contain a  large roost  of   Blackbirds. The   terrain is   ideal for the 
use of mist nests,  and  in the winter  of 1965/6 a ringing programme 
was put in hand under the leadership of   Alan Walker  of  Harrogate.       
So far between 500-600 birds have  been ringed,   including about 
200 1966/7 birds with an additional magenta  colour ring. 

In 1965/6  the   Statistics  Department  of   the University 
kindly  estimated the  size   of  the roost  to be  950 (plus  or minus  
150),   based on retrap numbers.       No estimate has been made this 
year, but all observers are agreed that numbers are considerably 
fewer (possibly a reflection on the generally mild winter). 

So far only ten birds have been recovered. All have been local 
except CA77443 an adult female ringed on 23/1/66 and recovered in 
early November, 1966 at Longside, Peterhead (Aberdeen ) ,  245 miles 
north of York. This strongly suggests that some of the Heslington 
birds are of Continental origin. 

Appeals  were made   through the  press  for sightings of   
the   colour ringed birds  in the York area.       It is really   too  
earlv   to report on  this aspect of   the  project, but so far 
sightings  have  come mainly from.  the  Hull Road/ Osbaldwick 
area.       Readers  are  kindly  asked  to  send any reports  of colour-
ringed  Blackbirds   to R.D.  Ackerly. 

I should like  to  take  this   opportunity   to  thank all those 
who have  sent in information already, and also  the many 
volunteers who have  given up  their free   time  to help with the 
ringing  - sometimes under acutely uncomfortable weather conditions. 

o-o-O-O-o-o 

OUR  CHOSEN AREA 
For  some   time arguments have   been advanced both for and 
against the  adoption of a specific area around York for which 
the   Club would be  responsible.        Eventually,  by a resolution 
passed at  the   1966  A.G.M.,   the  Committee  was directed  to fixing 
an area and pursuing a policy  of  proper ornithological  coverage   of  
it.       After several meetings the  Committee  had formulated a 
unified policy and decided to  discuss   this  matter  with 
representatives   of   the  Y.N.U.       Unfortunately Mr Bob Dickins was 
prevented by fog from attending at the last minute  but Mr John Mather Mr 
Alan Walker  attended together with the Officials  and Committee.       
The meeting was  remarkable  for   the  friendly atmosphere  and  the  
virtual  unanimity   of  thought and  ideals on  this   subject.       The    
Committee  met later  and completed its  plans  which were  formally   
put  to   the  Members  at   the January, 1967 meeting  at   the 
Settlement.



The   area  chosen  is   based  upon  the National  Grid System and  covers  
an area   of  15 x 10 Km. squares  around York.        This   is a fairly  big  area,   
rectangular   in  shape and extending from Coxwold in the northwest to Kirby 
Misperton in the northeast, from Sherburn in Elmet in the southwest to Eastrington 
in the southeast. It must be explained that there is   no  intention,  either explicit 
or  implied   to  attempt a  methodical  survey  of this area. The   most 
obvious  first effect is  in   the concentration of  our  1966  Report on 
sightings  in  this area. 
This  is an area   in which  nearly  al l  our and  is   therefore   already 
quite  well watched. In addit ion,    there  are  certa in  specia l ,   mainly  
pr ivate, surveys and  studies  being undertaken and  it  is  hoped that 
more will  be started.       The studies included the Club Survey  of  the   
Birds   of   York,  which is several years old,  and   the  following: 
 
Strensall Common 
Skipwith Common 
10km Square  including  Heslington and Wheldrake, Naburn Sewage 
Farm and several others. 
 
What about   the future? Well the membership is rising and the overall 
standard  of  ability   of members is  also rising.  There is a growing core 
of members who are quite capable either alone or in groups. It is hoped 
that more will commence  the B.T.O.   Census   of  Breeding   Birds  or, 
areas   of   special interest  to  them.       This   is  probab ly   the best 
way  of achieving  an  almost  complete   understanding;  of  the  variety 
and numbers  of birds   of  an   area during   the breeding season with an 
indication of   the relative year by year breeding success. 

There is scope for a modified form of   this  Census which is   the  
BTO  Survey   based  on   the   10 Km  Square. Two  or   three friends  could, quite   
easily  give   the required coverage   to an area   of   this  size,   and   this work 
would again produce   urgently needed basic knowledge  as   to distr ibut ion and  
members.  

Both the  York Survey  and   the   Naburn S. F. Study  could do wi th  more 
he lp .    Four  permi ts  for  ent ry   to  Naburn S.F.  are held at my home and  can 
be  obtained at any   time.  The instructions printed on  the permits must be 
strictly   observed.       Log sheets are also  kept with the permits.  

Apart from  these   special studies   the  area abounds with a variety  
of habitats  and places  worthy  of attention. Wheldrake Woods,   Castle   
Howard,  Buttercrambe,   Strensall, Derwent Valley   are   just a  few of   the   
places of  County importance if not higher. It may be obvious, but nevertheless 
worth mentioning, that whilst one is spending two hours travelling  to a   more   
distant venue,   one   can be enjoying often superior birding in one of these 
nearer haunts. 

The Birds  of   Prey Survey  of 1964  is  being repeated this   year   Our  
Club  has been given a special   mention on more   than  one   occasion for  the 
work we  did for   the last Survey.     Let us   all   insure   that  an even better 
result  is   obtained   this   time .     Keep records  of  all Owls  and  Birds  of   
Prey,   in particular,   Kestrel,   Barn Owl and Sparrowhawk.   There is greater 
emphasis on breeding evidence this time 

We now  have   an  area worthy of  our  Club; let us be equally worthy  of  it. 

Peter Pearson 



o-o-O-O-o-o  

Notes on  the  Report 

A good deal  of   coordination has  been necessary in preparing this years  
report and  it is   hoped  that no-one will be  too disappointed if   their 
particular notes  for any species have not been used. Future Reports  will, it 
is  hoped,  include  more  detail about some   of our commoner  species. For   
this Report  they have been mentioned by   name only . 

More members have   contributed  this   year and   to all I give my thanks.       
To  those  who have     not found   time   to help  this  year may   I make  a  
special  plea  for something towards   our  1967 Report?       It would be   a 
great help  if members  would send  their   notes   to  the  Recorder   throughout the  
year.       An  ideal method would  be  for reports   to be  sent in quarterly.       
Please  make  a  special   effort over  the   earliest dates   of  arrival and  
latest dates   of departure   of our  summer visitors  and also  'keep  notes  
of the  breeding success  and relative   numbers  of our more common birds. 

Short  notes  and  reports   on any   ornithological   topic will also be   
needed. 

Vic Pulleyn 

 

 

ARCHIVE NOTE 

due to formatting difficulties the remaining pages are not searchable using  

the Find tool 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

















 


